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In The Morphology of Desire, Robert Arnold digitally morphs romance novel illustrations into one another to create the illusion of cinematic motion.  Using covers from 1960s and 1970s romance novels he 

has collected, Arnold constructs a lascivious vignette that explores how gender and desire are portrayed in popular culture.  According to Arnold, 

the narrative is “about a couple representing a popular culture romantic ideal, caught at an ambiguous point of either turning to face their desire 

or turning away from it, never able to fully escape from it or fully realize it.” 

 

At first the images appear humorously familiar – the innocuous, stylized couples that stare out from bookshelves at the grocery store.  As the 

video progresses, however, the images become insidious and garish.  The posturing men and doe-eyed women, who are accompanied by a 

mercilessly repetitive heartbeat, ultimately become inhospitable and even oppressive.  Arnold intentionally chooses images with a formulaic 

composition where the woman gazes at the viewer as a man stares at her.  According to Arnold, this composition is meant  to “suggest some 

conventions of the horror and slasher film in which the viewer can sense the threatening presence of the (usually male) intruder, but the victim 

(usually female) cannot.” 

 

Trained as a sculptor, Arnold came to film through his desire to explore new technologies and the manipulation of space.  In The Morphology of Desire Arnold uses digital image morphing in an unorthodox 

way. Rather than combining visual material merely to transform one thing into something different, he shifts between similar pictures to create the illusion of movement.  Arnold, who likens the concept to a 

sophisticated flipbook, spent nearly two years honing image sequences to create the most convincing illusion possible.   

 

Robert Arnold is an Associate Professor of Film at Boston University, in Boston, Massachusetts.  He has exhibited internationally and his work can be found in public collections in Australia and the United 

States.  

 


